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ABSTRACT

This thesis consists of four papers. In the first paper, two new common mode
filter structures were designed, fabricated, and measured. A "sandwich-type" EBG
structure that resonates at the desired filter frequency is designed to suppress common
mode filter on differential signals. The new filters are placed on top of the PCB as a
surface-mount component, instead of being implemented within the PCB stackup. The
total radiated power (TRP) of the implemented filter is investigated and discussed. RF
absorbing material and traditional shielding are considered to reduce the TRP.
In the second paper and third paper, new PCB-embedded common mode filters
are designed and investigated. Based on a quarter-wavelength resonator, an inter-digital
structure is designed having an electrical size of only 0.15 λ × 0.065 λ, where λ is the
effective wavelength in the CM filter. Its interdigital structure is also capable of
suppressing higher order harmonics of the CM signal and can be used for USB 3.0 to
mitigate electromagnetic interference. Further, a novel broadband suppression structure is
described that uses magnetically lossy material to suppress the CM signal from 4.6 to 20
GHz without strongly affecting the intended differential signal.
In the fourth paper, a methodology for validating the parameters of magnetic
absorbing materials was developed. The microstrip line test can be recommended as an
easy-to-implement validation method for the measured material parameters. The heat
sink model and simulation comparison has also been investigated to determine the
radiation mitigation with lossy materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the real world, small asymmetries in the differential pair can have a large
impact on electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) and signal integrity (SI) if not handled
properly. The discontinues will dramatically increase the amount of common mode (CM)
noise seen at the receiver, increases the emissions from the CM current and thus
interference and crosstalk problems. Paper I, Paper II and Paper III will discuss different
kind of common mode filter. The filter can be used in the printed circuit board and
suppress the common at the desireable frequency, which can decrease EMI.
Absorbing materials for reduction of electromagnetic interference (EMI) are
typically used at later stages of electronic product development as a practical
countermeasure to possible regulatory issues. Design consideration for absorbing
materials at earlier stages could be beneficial to provide cost-effective solutions. Paper IV
gives a method to get the material parameters and vidation. Knowing the permeability (μ)
and permittivity (ε) of the lossy material to be able to choose the appropriate material
from a number of available candidates and predict the performance of the EMI mitigation
solution. Finally, measurement and simulation are done to investigate the sheilding
effectiness of the lossy material.
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PAPER
I. REDUCTION OF EMI DUE TO COMMON MODE CURRENTS USING A
SURFACE-MOUBT, EBG-BASED FILTER
Qian Liu, Student Member, IEEE, Sam Connor, Senior Member, IEEE, Carlo
Olivieri, Member, IEEE, Francesco de Paulis, Member, IEEE, Antonio Orlandi, Fellow,
IEEE, Michael Cracraft, Member, IEEE, Bruce Archambeault, Fellow, IEEE, Victor
Khilkevich, Member, IEEE
ABSTRACT
Common mode (CM) noise on differential signals can be suppressed by planar
Electromagnetic Band-gap (EBG) technologies. In this work, two new common mode
filter structures were designed, fabricated, and measured. The filters are based on a
previously proposed geometry, a "sandwich-type" EBG structure that resonates at the
desired filter frequency; however, the new filters are placed on top of the PCB as a
surface-mount component, instead of being implemented within the PCB stackup.
Stripline and microstrip versions of the removable filter are considered. The filters can be
easily removed and substituted with another one that is designed to filter a different
frequency but maintains the same footprint and external dimensions. In addition, the
surface-mount filter allows us to incorporate DC blocking capacitors into the microstrip
version of the filter, thus providing two functions in one package. The total radiated
power (TRP) of the implemented filter is investigated and discussed. RF absorbing
material and traditional shielding are considered to reduce the TRP.
Index Terms— Electromagnetic band-gap structures (EBG), common mode filter,
common mode (CM), differential pair, narrowband filter.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Common mode (CM) noise often induces electromagnetic interference (EMI)
problems. It is caused by imbalances in the differential signal and/or its path [1]. The
increasing bit rate of modern high speed digital electronics leads to increased EMI
problems, such as unwanted radiation to the surrounding environment and coupling to
nearby active and passive devices [2]. Common mode current is recognized as a major
source of radiation and can ultimately deteriorate the signal quality, therefore differential
interconnects have to be designed carefully to minimize any source of imbalance (i.e.
amplitude mismatch, rise/fall time difference). From an EMI point of view, any CM
current flowing on differential interconnects will radiate to some extent. Radiation from
differential wiring on printed circuit boards (PCB) can be mitigated by burying the
signals on internal layers or by placing the PCB within a shielded enclosure, but when the
signals exit the PCB on an I/O cable, the cable may become radiating structure. The
cables can be shielded as well, and often are, but the connection between chassis and
cable shield presents an opportunity for leakage. The best way to mitigate the emissions
from a cable assembly is to attenuate the CM currents significantly before the signals exit
the PCB and enter the cable [3].
Common mode filters are widely used to attenuate common mode noise, while
ensuring the intentional differential signal is unaffected [4]-[7]. The basic filter principle
relies on coupling the common mode energy on the differential traces into resonant
cavities while ensuring the unperturbed propagation of the intentional differential signal.
These common mode filters can be built on a PCB with typical planar technologies [8][12]. Recent studies have focused on the filters that are easy to design and to fabricate.
The filter needs to be compact to be attractive to designers of high density PCBs. These
practical constraints led us to replace the simple planar patch cavity with an EBG
sandwich-type resonant structure [13]-[19].
A further advancement is proposed in this paper: the differential pair transitions
up onto a surface-mount component. This minimizes the impact on the PCB design,
because the solid reference planes are not being etched into periodic patterns, thereby
preventing noise coupling from one cavity into another and also eliminating any concerns
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with power distribution due to increased IR drop. The idea is to create a standalone filter
that can be easily installed to and removed from the PCB through pads on the PCB’s
outer layers. Given a certain footprint on the PCB, a different resonant frequency can be
obtained by choosing the permittivity of the dielectric and the EBG’s geometric
parameters appropriately. The main drawback with this approach is the variability in
separation distance due to soldering processes, but this drawback is minimized by
keeping the signals and EBG patches off of the bottom layer of the removable part.
Another novel advancement in this paper is that DC blocking capacitors can be placed on
the removable component if the filter is designed with microstrip lines on the top surface.
In this embodiment, two functions are performed by one standalone component.
A detailed investigation of the electromagnetic behavior of this filter structure is
shown below. This work extends the previous studies in [17]-[20], considering the total
radiation issue. Measurement and simulation results are compared to validate the
performance of the removable EBG filter and its design process. Total radiated power is
measured and compared to determine the effectiveness of the standalone filter. In
addition, both RF absorbing material and traditional shielding are explored as methods of
mitigating the added radiation from the removable filter.
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2. INSPIRATION AND DESIGN CONCEPT
The original proposed EBG structure is shown in Figure 2.1 (a) [17]. The
common mode energy will couple into the cavity when the return current reaches the
gaps between adjacent EBGs, reducing the amount of common mode that reaches the
receiver. However, the currents associated with the differential signal pass over the filter
unaffected.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1. Top view of the EBG configuration: (a) “original” configuration, (b) with
meandered bridges between the patches.

The central patch in the three patches of the original configuration was found to
be unimportant for the construction of a resonant cavity. In order to reduce the required
EBG space, the central patch is replaced by a serpentine trace (called a meandered bridge
in previous papers) which links the remaining two patches, as shown in Figure 2.1(b). A
further size reduction is achieved by folding this structure into a "sandwich-type"
configuration. Figure 2.2 shows the top view and stackup of the EBG "sandwich"
geometry. By introducing two more layers, one row of patches stays on the layer directly
below the traces, but the other row of patches is placed on another layer with a solid
reference layer in between (Figure 2.2 (b)). The patches on different layers are connected
with each other by vias, and antipads are used to isolate the vias from the intermediate
reference plane.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2. EBG configuration with a "sandwich" structure: (a) top view, (b) related
stack-up.

The miniaturized “sandwich-type” EBG described briefly above and more
thoroughly in [17] is combined with the idea of a removable, surface-mount filter [20].
This combination provides good design flexibility, limited costs, and a compact
component. The sandwich structure proposed in [17] could be considered unattractive
since it employs four PCB layers instead of two as in the original planar configuration,
but the combination of the sandwich EBG together with the removable part concept
makes this filter viable. The cost increase due to the more complex component stack-up
and the possible use of expensive laminate material is limited to the small filter footprint
instead of to the PCB as a whole. One limitation during the design process is that the
EBG design procedure presented in [21]-[22] cannot be directly applied to the sandwich
type of layout. The analytical method is only applied to calculate a preliminary patch and
via sizing; then a refinement process must be performed to achieve the target frequency.
The vias are kept as close as possible to the patch in order to minimize the filter area.
Therefore, the tuning involves adjusting the patch size and the position of the vias with
respect to the patch edge, which is a different approach than our previous work and which
always kept the patch to patch connection in the center of the patch edge. The final layout
geometry and the filtering performance are discussed in Section 3.
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3. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULT ANALYSIS
Based on the concept explored above, corresponding filter and PCB structures
were fabricated and simulated using a 6 layer, Megtron 6 laminate (εr ≈ 3.58, tg δ ≈ 0.004
at 10 GHz) with stackup information described in Figure 3.1. Filters with stripline and
microstrip traces are both considered. DC blocking capacitors are added when microstrip
lines are used. The filters are attached to the motherboard with a stencil and solderpaste
process. The physical dimensions of the fabricated filter are shown in Table 3.1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1. Stackup cross section of removable “sandwich” EBG: (a) stripline, (b)
microstrip line.

Table 3.1. A list of the physical dimensions of the fabrications of the EBG filters.
Parameters
w
g
L
d
L_dieletric
gap

Stripline (Figure 3.2)
4.57 mm
1.35 mm
9.56 mm
1.35 mm
0.7 mm
0.55 mm

Microstrip (Figure 3.3)
4.57 mm
1.31 mm
9.56 mm
1.31 mm
1.2 mm
0.45 mm
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 3.2. Removable “sandwich” EBG configuration (stripline): (a) isometric view, (b)
mother board, (c) a photograph of filter and PCB motherboard compared with one U.S.
dime (17.9mm diameter), (d) EBG patches and differential trace (e) EBG patches,
differential trace and ring.

Three-dimensional, full-wave simulation models were built in CST [23] to study
the filter performance, and several views of these models are shown in Figure 3.2- Figure
3.4. The motherboard, shown in Figure 3.2 (b), is exactly the same for all cases. The
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motherboard utilizes the top layer for differential traces and pads and the other five layers
are solid reference planes, connected by plated through-holes in each corner of the
device. Cutaway views of the removable EBG boards are shown in Figure 3.2 (d)-(e) and
Figure 3.4 (b)-(c) to provide a better understanding of the “sandwich” geometry. The
solid reference planes in the removable part, which are layers one, four and six for
stripline and layers three, four and six for microstrip, are shown in Figure 3.3. The vias
with circular antipads are used to connect the EBG patches, and the via pairs in the
rectangular antipads are used to bring the differential signals from the bottom layer to the
top or third layer of the filter board.

Figure 3.3. Top view of removable part: layer one, four and six for stripline, layer two,
four and six for microstrip line.

The manufactured motherboard features launches for a surface-mount 2.9 mm
SMK connector. These launches have been designed to minimize return and insertion
losses. The microstrip traces have 50 Ohm singled ended characteristic impedance and 85
Ohm differential characteristic impedance. The measurement and simulation results are
compared in Figure 3.5 for stripline and in Figure 3.6 for microstrip. The test boards are
measured with a calibrated 4-port VNA to observe the SCC21 and SDD21 of the
differential pair. Both measured results were de-embedded using the SFD (smart fixture
de-embedding) method [24] to remove the effect of the connector transitions. Both the
filters are designed for an 8 GHz resonance, however, due to underestimation of the
dielectric permittivity (εr ≈ 3.2 in design but εr ≈ 3.6 for manufacture), the primary
resonance shifted from 8 GHz to 7.35 GHz for stripline and to 7.45 GHz for microstrip.
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The difference in the loss characteristics of the laminate also accounts for the magnitude
difference in SDD21 and the attenuation difference in SCC21. However, this highlights
another benefit of placing the filter in a removable part. Only the removable part needs to
be modified to adjust the filter frequency; no change to the motherboard is required. The
results indicate that both filters have 900 MHz bandwidth for 5 dB filter notch depth and
700 MHz bandwidth for 10 dB depth. In addition, adding the DC blocking capacitors to
the differential pair in the removable part will not affect the performance of differential
signaling (Figure 3.6 (b)).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.4. Removable “sandwich” EBG configuration (microstrip line): (a) isometric
view, (b) EBG patches and differential trace (c) EBG patches, differential trace and rings.
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When the filter parts are cut out of the manufactured PCB panel, some amount of
extra dielectric remains around the perimeter of the removable part, illustrated by the
pink border region in the CST model shown in Figure 3.3. This dielectric border around
the removable part does not affect the primary resonance but does affect the second
resonance frequency. As common mode energy couples into the plane cavity, the width
of the dielectric border (L_dieletric) will affect the fringing field distribution.
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(b)
Figure 3.5. Stripline’s simulated and measured S-parameter comparison: (a) Scc21, (b)
Sdd21.
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(a)

Magnitude Sdd21 [dB]
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(b)
Figure 3.6. Mcrostrip line’s simulated and measured S-parameter comparison: (a) Scc21,
(b) Sdd21.

Figure 3.7 provides the physical dimensions of the manufactured EBG patches.
Once the dielectric and stackup is determined, the filtering frequency of the removable
filter can be modified by adjusting the patch dimensions and the via locations on the
patches.
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d1

d2

d3

Figure 3.7. Top view of surface-mount EBG patches showing the relative positions of
the connection vias for both the models in Fig.3.2 and Fig.3.4.

The models for the microstrip and stripline cases which are based on the
originally designed centered vias are modified to study the via location effect on the
notch depth and bandwidth. The change in the via location impacts the EBG cavity
inductance. Thus, one would expect that by modifying one or two patch vias, separate
notches should be achieved. If these notches are close enough, such that the inter-notch
profile does not move up exceeding the -10dB limit, the filter bandwidth will be
expanded compared to the original centered-vias case.
This via variation is investigated on both the microstrip and stripline cases. As
shown in Figure 3.8 (a), the particular the centered-via stripline case (d1=d2=d3=0) has
-14 dB filtering notch; by moving the two lateral patch vias up to 19 mils (480
um) from the inner patch edge, the notch depth reaches -30 dB and has larger 10dB
bandwidth. A 7 mils variation (reaching 12 mils from the patch inner edge) provides
better response with the two notches being distinguishable which offers 640 MHz
bandwidth at -10dB. The final manufacture stripline uses d1=d3=12mils and d2=0 case.
Similar effect is observed on the microstrip case shown in Figure 3.8 (b). The
original centered-via case has the single notch reaching only -16 dB. After moving only
the via of right patch (d3= 18.5mils distance from the patch inner edge), the notch are
drastically improved to -50dB. A similar change from the original case is made by
varying the distance between the via and the left patch, d1=13 mils, this leads to the
notch separation, with a maximum depth of -37dB. Since reasonable values for common
mode reduction are in the range of -10 to -20 dB, and thus -37 dB is even too large, a
further modification is applied. By combining the two cases proposed above the
microstrip line case is changed to an asymmetrical configuration. The final layout
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(d1=13mils, d2=3mils, d3=8mils) offered the good response in terms of notch bandwidth,
with 680 MHz bandwidth at -10dB.
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Figure 3.8. Simulation results coming from the different placements of the connection
vias in both the R-EBG structures: (a) stripline (model from Fig.3.2) and (b) microstrip
(model from Fig.3.4).
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4. ANALYSIS OF TOTAL RADIATED POWER
Total radiated power (TRP) is one of the main concerns in EBG design. Due to
the discontinuities introduced by the filter, a part of the signal energy is radiated and
could cause coupling or emissions problems. In order to quantify the radiation increase of
adding a removable filter, both filters are tested in a reverberation chamber with a
common mode excitation. All the TRP measurement results in this section are normalized
to 1 Watt excitation for the comparison purposes. The far-end ports are terminated with
50 Ohm loads. Figure 4.3 compares the results of the TRP measurements. The reference
board is the differential pair on the first layer of the mother board without the removable
part. The results indicate that both stripline and microstrip line filters contribute about 23
dB more TRP at the peak around 11 GHz compared to the reference board.
An investigation of the electric field distribution at resonant frequencies in the Sparameters response is shown in Figure 4.1 for stripline and in Figure 4.2 for microstrip
line. Figure 4.1 (a) and Figure 4.2 (a) indicate that the primary resonances are due to the
EBG patches. The resonance around 11 GHz is caused by the plane resonance between
the removable part and the mother board (Figure 4.2 (b)). For the resonance around 16
GHz, the ring resonances are excited by the vertical current, which has been investigated
in previous studies [20].

(a)
Figure 4.1. Spatial distribution of the magnitude of E-Field on the removable EBG —
stripline: (a) 7.35 GHz and (b) 16.08 GHz.
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(b)
Figure 4.1. Spatial distribution of the magnitude of E-Field on the removable EBG —
stripline: (a) 7.35 GHz and (b) 16.08 GHz. (cont.)

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.2. Spatial distribution of the magnitude of E-Field on the removable EBG—
microstrip line: (a) 7.45 GHz, (b) 10.08 GHz and (c) 16 GHz.
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Figure 4.3. Measured TRP results comparison.

In order to reduce the impact of increased radiation, a solution of applying radio
frequency absorbing material, hereafter called ‘lossy material,’ is considered. Because the
electric field distribution suggests that the peak radiation around 11 GHz is due to the
plane resonance, we applied a picture frame of lossy material configuration around the
EBG filter. Figure 4.4 illustrates how the lossy material is applied to the filter. Two 1.5
mm gaps are cut into the picture frame lossy material to avoid degrading the differential
signal. The thickness of the lossy material is about 0.7 mm. Figure 4.6 shows the lossy
material has a negligible effect on the differential signal and a very small impact on the
primary resonance of the common mode signal. But for the TRP results comparison
shown in Figure 4.5, about 6 dB reduction can be observed at 11 GHz when one layer of
lossy material is applied. In addition, about 5 dB more reduction is achieved when using
two layers of lossy material. The TRP was unaffected below 10 GHz because the plane
resonance was not a dominant radiation mechanism at those frequencies.
The second method to reduce the TRP impact of the filter is to put the filter into a
shielded enclosure. Most printed circuit boards with high-speed differential interfaces are
placed inside shielded enclosures, so this method is very relevant for practical
applications.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4. Picture frame of lossy material on the removable EBG board: (a) one layer of
lossy material and (b) two layers of lossy material.

Figure 4.5. Measured TRP results comparison for lossy material.

In Figure 4.7 (a)-(b), the removable EBG board (or reference board for the control
case) and the power splitter were put inside a metal box. Two ports of the filter were
connected with the output of the splitter and the other two ports of the filter are connected
to the two output ports of the shielded enclosure. For completeness, the case without the
shielding box is included in the measurement setup shown in Figure 4.7 (c). In those
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tests, two 60 inch coaxial cables were connected to the output ports of the box, which are
left open at the termination end.
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-4
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With lossy material
-6

0

5

10
Frequency [GHz]
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(b)
Figure 4.6. S-parameter (before de-embedding) comparison--with 2 layers of material vs.
without lossy material: (a) Scc21 and (b)Sdd21 .

Figure 4.8 shows the TRP measurement results taken in the reverberation
chamber. The case with the filter has higher radiated power than the reference board,
which is the same behavior shown in Figure 4.5. But, when we place both cases inside a
shielded enclosure, the TRP is reduced to roughly the same level. This shows that
traditional shielding is effective at containing increased TRP from the removable EBG
filter. Most importantly, when the shielding box is used, the TRP of the filter board is
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about 14 dB lower than the reference board over the working frequency range of the
filter. The TRP is lower because the CM currents are significantly attenuated before the
signals exit the shielding box and enter the cable. Finally, we observe that no additional
radiation was introduced at other frequencies.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.7. Experiment setup for measuring the total radiated power: (a) measurement
setup with the shielding box (b) removable EBG filter and splitter inside the shielding
box, (c) measurement setup without the shielding box.
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Figure 4.8. Measured TRP results comparison between a reference board and a
removable RBG filter.
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5. CONCLUSION
A removable “sandwich” EBG-based common mode filter was designed,
manufactured, and tested in this paper. The advantages of this filter are numerous. It can
be installed, substituted and removed by the typical soldering assembly process, which is
easy to meet the filter needs of PCB differential link designers at any stage of the design
process. The device is a viable answer to the presence of unexpected common mode
noise and even the changing of data rates on particular lines which would require filtering
at different target frequencies. The external dimensions of the removable filter remain
unchanged in order to fit the fixed filter area allocated on the board. The total radiated
power of the removable filter component was studied, and we found that TRP increases
when the filter is used. Two methods are discussed to reduce the added TRP. One way is
to add picture-frame-shaped lossy material around this filter to suppress the unwanted
TRP without affecting the differential signals. Another is to put the filter inside a shielded
enclosure, which prevents the increased TRP of the filter from radiating outside the box
and reduces the system-level emissions due to the cable or its attachment to the enclosure
by suppressing the common mode currents over the designed filter bandwidth. For
shielded systems with radiated emissions issues being driven by the common mode
currents on cables, backshells, or cable housings, this removable EBG-based filter can be
an effective remedy.
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II. COMMON-MODE FILTERS WITH INTERDIGITAL FINGERS FOR
HARMONICS SUPPRESSION AND LOSSY MATERIALS FOR BROADBAND
SUPPRESSION
Qian Liu, Student Member, IEEE, Guanghua Li, Student Member, IEEE, Victor
Khilkevich, Member, IEEE, David Pommerenke, Fellow, IEEE
ABSTRACT
Common-mode (CM) noise on differentialmicrostrip lines can be suppressed by
PCB-embedded filters. These filters use resonating or broadband structures such that only
the field from the CM signal couples to them. Based on a quarter-wavelength resonator, a
new PCB filter is designed having an electrical size of only 0.15 λ × 0.065 λ, where λ is
the effective wavelength in the CM filter. Its interdigital structure is also capable of
suppressing higher order harmonics of the CM signal and can be used for USB 3.0 to
mitigate electromagnetic interference. Further, a novel broadband suppression structure is
described that uses magnetically lossy material to suppress the CM signal from 4.6 to 20
GHz without strongly affecting the intended differential signal.
Index Terms— Broadband filter, common-mode filter, differential signal, quarterwavelength, narrowband filter.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Common mode (CM) noise is caused by an imbalanced differential signal path,
which in turn causes electromagnetic interference problems [1]. These problems can be
mitigated by suppressing the CM noise using CM filters embedded in the signal path.
These filters have been widely designed and analyzed using defected ground structures
(DGS) and electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures [2]–[5]. The 0.4 λ × 0.16 λ (0.064
λ2) (where λ is the effective wavelength in the CM filter) size of the EBG structure was
achieved by removing a central patch in a 5-layer stackup [3]. The dimensions were
further decreased to 0.21 λ × 0.21 λ (0.044 λ2) by introducing a C-shaped patterned
ground structure found in [6] and decreased to 0.026 λ2 by using coupled synthesized
microstrip line and modified mushroom resonators as found in [7]. Furthermore, a
quarter-wavelength resonator was used in the filter design (electrical size 0.01 λ × 0.25
λ=0.0025 λ2) in [8] for an even smaller dimension compared to DGS and EBG structures.
According to the suppression bandwidth, the CM filter can be subdivided into
narrowband and broadband filters. The narrow- band filter suppresses signals around a
single frequency (and maybe its harmonics). The wideband filter has a much broader
stopband, which can be achieved by combining several narrow- band filters, but at the
expense of occupied area. High-speed digital signals often contain harmonics of the clock
frequency. So a compact CM filter that can suppress a single frequency as well as the
harmonics of that frequency is desirable.
In order to further decrease the filter’s dimension, this paper introduces a CM
filter with an electrical size of only 0.15 λ ×0.065 λ (0.0098 λ2), based on an interdigital
quarter-wavelength resonator. This filter has the additional advantage of suppressing CM
noise at both the odd and even harmonic frequencies of the resonator. Additionally, this
paper discusses a new way to suppress broadband CM noise up to 20 GHz by overlaying
magnetically lossy material on a metal patch above a PCB-based filter.
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2. NARROWBAND CM SUPRESSION FILTER
A quarter-wavelength resonator-based filter, as shown in Figure 2.1, suppresses
CM noise in a differential signal path [8]. The resonator is located between the
differential signal traces on the top layer and a ground plane on the third layer of a
printed circuit board (PCB). One end of the resonator is terminated through a via to the
ground plane, while the other end is left open in the substrate. Because of this resonator,
the CM noise along the signal path is attenuated, while the differential mode (DM)
signals are distorted by 4 dB at frequency below 10 GHz by the filter [8].

Figure 2.1. Structure of a CM filter based on a quarter-wavelength resonator.

The filter suppresses only the CM noise around the odd harmonics of the
resonator, but transmits the noise around the even harmonics. In order to suppress the
noise at both odd and even harmonic frequencies, an interdigital resonator based on this
CM filter was designed with dimensions shown in Figure 2.2[9]. The interdigital fingers
increase the capacitance from the resonator to the ground plane; thus, decreasing the
electric size of the resonator. The filter was built using a three-layer PCB (Ɛr ≈ 3.7 and
tanδ ≈ 0.077) with a fabricated sample shown in the lower right of Figure 2.3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.2. Proposed CM suppression filter: (a) isometric view, (b) top view of the
structure on layer 2, (c) cross-sectional view 1, and (d) cross-sectional view 2.

Figure 2.3 shows a comparison of the simulated and measured insertion loss up to
20 GHz for the fabricated CM suppression filter. A series of CM stopbands was observed
at harmonics of 5 GHz. Meanwhile, differential signals were minimally affected by the
filter. Note that the electrical size of the proposed structure was only 0.15 λ × 0.065 λ
(0.0098 λ2). This electrically small size was achieved by the parasitic capacitance in the
interdigital stubs shown in the dashed boxes in Figure 2.4(a). The filter’s current
distribution is complex and it is not easy to associate the higher resonances with
individual features. However, the nature of the 5-GHz resonance can be explained as a
capacitive loaded quarter-wavelength resonator. Removing the outer fingers [shown in
Figure 2.4(a)] yields a modified resonator [see Figure 2.4(b)]. The effect of the outer
finger on the resonant frequency is shown in Figure 2.5. The first resonance is not
affected. For higher resonances, the via structure no longer offers a short because the
outer finger also influences the resonances.
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Figure 2.3. Simulated and measured differential insertion loss |Sdd| and |Scc| for the
proposed CM suppression filter with interdigital stubs.

Manufacturing variations and unknown dielectric properties lead to variations in
the stopband frequencies. A set of varia- tions of the structure was studied. As an
example, the effect of the total lateral length L1 from Figure 2.2 on the stopband frequencies is shown in Figure 2.6. The measurement results are further summarized in Table 2.1
and Table 2.2 for reference.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4. Top view of the structure on layer 2: (a) whole structure and (b) modified
resonator (without the outer finger).
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Figure 2.5. Comparison of the simulated results of the structures in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.6. Effect of interdigital stub length L1 on the center frequency of the CM
suppression filter.
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Scaling in total lateral length L1 direction (Figure 2.2) provides an opportunity to
design a CM filter at different frequencies. For example, by changing the total lateral
length L1 from 108 mils to 88 mils one can move the target frequency from 5 to 6 GHz,
as shown in Figure 2.7. Table 2.2 lists the comparison of the electrical size between
filters designed for operating at 5GHz and 6GHz. The final tuning of the filter is achieved
by scaling the total lateral length L1 and using numerical optimization of full wave
simulations to determine other geometrical parameters of the structure.

Table 2.1. Suppression of CM Signal.
L1
108mils
102mils
96mils

5 GHz
8.9dB
3.4dB
1.4dB

10 GHz
21.6dB
6.4dB
9.9dB

15 GHz
11.4dB
7.6dB
2.4dB

Figure 2.7. Simulated differential insertion loss |Sdd | and |Scc | for the proposed CM
suppression filter operating at 6 GHz.
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Table 2.2. Comparison of target frequency and electrical size.
First resonant frequency
5 GHz
6 GHz

Electrical length
0.15 λ × 0.065 λ
0.17 λ × 0.063 λ
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3. BROADBAND CM SUPPRESSION FILTER
The CM suppression filter in Section II suffers from the draw- back of only
suppressing CM noise in narrow frequency bands, which may be insufficient to ensure
signal quality for a signal path under the influence of broadband noise. This issue can be
solved by cascading several narrowband filters with differ- ent stopband frequencies, but
at the cost of increased size on the PCB. Another method is to dissipate the CM energy in
the signal path with broadband lossy materials, such that the broadband CM noise cannot
propagate along the path efficiently. Mean- while, the energy of the DM signals is only
slightly absorbed by the lossy materials.
The broadband CM suppression filter described in this section utilizes a PCB with
overlaid magnetically lossy material and is illustrated in Figure 3.1. A thin copper patch
was placed above the differential trace and the lossy material was placed directly above
this conductor. According to the conceptual field distributions illustrated in Figure 3.1,
fields from the CM current will penetrate the lossy material, while the fields from the DM
current will be contained underneath the patch. This field be- havior was further validated
by the simulated field distributions with and without the additional copper patch for both
DM and CM excitations. These results suggest that lossy material placed above the patch
will significantly affect the CM noise, but not the DM signals.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1. Conceptual field distribution from: (a) DM signal and (b) CM noise in a
differential trace with overlaid metal and additional lossy material.
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The field distribution shown in Figure 3.2 depends highly on the distance of the
patch above the differential trace. If the metal is placed too close to the trace, it will
strongly affect the field distribution and, therefore, the DM impedance leading to
reflections. This is illustrated by the significant ripples in |Sdd21 | in Figure 3.4 and by
the eye diagram in Figure 3.5 (b) for the distance of 1 mil. The eye diagram shown in
Figure 3.5(a) is used as a reference for comparison. On the other hand, if the metal is
placed too far away from the trace, the additional lossy material does not interact strongly
with the field from the CM current in the trace, and the CM noise will not be significantly
attenuated, as indicated by the |Scc21 | in Figure 3.4. Distances from 1 to 15 mil were
simulated in 1 mil increments, and it was found that a distance of 3 mils provides the best
performance. The goal of these simulations was simultaneous achieving smooth roll-off
of |Sdd21 | and a low value of |Scc21 |, as shown in Figure 3.4. The corresponding eye
diagram is shown in Figure 3.5. (c).

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.2. Simulated H-field distribution around a differential trace generated by: (a)
CM noise, (b) DM signal, (c) CM noise, with a conductor placed above the trace, and (d)
DM signal with a conductor placed above the trace.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3. Proposed broadband CM suppression filter: (a) 3D view (b) cross section
view.

Figure 3.4. Effect on insertion loss |Scc21 | and |Sdd21 | as a function of the distance
between the added conductor and the differential trace.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.5. Simulated eye diagrams of a differential trace: (a) without the overly- ing
metal and the additional lossy material as a reference, and with the overlying metal and
the additional lossy material for a distance of (b) 1 mil, (c) 3 mils, and (d) 10 mils.
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4. COMBINED CM SUPPRESSION FILTER
The bandwidth of the proprietary lossy material-based filter in Section III is
limited partly by the bandwidth of the over- lying lossy material (Ɛr ≈ 17 and tan δƐ≈
0.004; µr 1.2 and tan δµ ≈ 1 at 10 GHz). The lossy material cannot help suppress CM
noise at frequencies below the material usable frequency. For example, the magnitude of
|Scc21 | is greater than –5 dB from 5 to 8 GHz (as shown in Figure 3.4.). One can suppress
the CM noise in this frequency range by combining a quarter- wavelength resonatorbased filter with the lossy material-based filter in Section III, leading to an even broader
bandwidth.
The A quarter-wavelength resonator-based filter, shown in Figure 4.1, was built
using the same setup as in Figure 2.2. The resonator had two open-ended stubs sharing
two vias terminated to the ground plane. The 196-mils-long stub created a stop band at
5.2 GHz, while the 205-mils-long stub created a second stop- band at 4.8 GHz. The
simulation and measurement results are shown in Figure 4.2. As expected, this filter
cannot suppress CM noise at frequencies between 8 and 16 GHz.
A piece of 1000-mils-long and 50-mils-wide proprietary magnetic-lossy material
was placed 3.4 mils above the quarter- wavelength resonator-based filter, shown in the
bottom right of Figure 4.3., using the same method of placement as described in the
previous section. A 3.4-mil-thick paper masking tape was used as a spacer to sustain
between the lossy material and the filter. Both simulated and measured results shown in
Figure 4.3 indicate a smaller |Scc21 | than that shown in Figure 3.4, while keeping |Sdd21 |
below –7 dB up to 20 GHz. This validated the method of combining different structures
for broadening the filter bandwidth.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1. Geometry of a resonator as a basis for overlaying lossy material for a
broadband CM suppression filter: (a) isometric view and (b) cross section view.

Figure 4.2. Simulated and measured data comparison for the structure in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.3. Simulated and measured data comparison of combined structures.
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5. CONCLUSION
A narrowband CM suppression filter based on an inter-digital resonator with
electrical area as small as 0.0098 λ2 was designed. The filter is able to suppress CM noise
at both odd and even harmonics of the fundamental resonance frequency. Additionally, a
broadband CM filter capable of effectively suppressing broadband noise in the frequency
range from 4.6 GHz to 20 GHz was constructed by overlaying lossy materials on a piece
of metal placed above a quarter-wavelength resonator.
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III. PCB STRUCTURE FOR COMMON MODE SUPPRESSION ON
DIFFEREITNAIL MICROSTRIP LINES
Qian Liu, Student Member, IEEE, Shuai Xu, Member, IEEE, David Pommerenke,
Fellow, IEEE
ABSTRACT
Common mode noise on differential microstrip lines can be suppressed by PCB
embedded filters. These filters are basically resonators, and only the common mode
signal can couple to them. Though such structure suppress common mode signal only in
narrow bands because of the resonant nature, they can be combined to produce broadband
filtering effect. The dimension of such filters could be further reduced by adding lumped
elements. In this paper, design principles of the PCB filters are given, and examples are
given to demonstrate these rules. At last, a new PCB filter structure is proposed with an
electrical size of only 0.04λ×0.067λ which is capable of suppressing the higher order
harmonics of common mode signal.
Index Terms— Common mode filter, differential signal, quarter-wavelength,
lower resonant frequency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
All differential interfaces will carry common mode signals. Common mode
signals could originate from drivers, non-identical rise and fall times, unbalanced traces
or skew, etc. Common mode signals may couple to structures capable of radiation, such
as the outside of cable shields and enclosures, causing EMI problems. These problems
can be solved by improving the driver, removing the structures that cause differential to
common mode conversion, filtering the common mode current, or reducing the coupling
to structures capable of radiating the signal. This paper focuses on structures that filter
common mode currents on differential traces.
Common mode suppression on differential signals can be subdivided into four
classes: active compensation of common mode, which is more suitable for lower
frequencies; common mode compensation structures; discrete components for
suppression, such as common mode chokes; and common mode suppression structures,
integrated into printed circuit boards (PCBs). An example of common mode
compensation structures is bended differential lines using compensation capacitors [1]
and/or inductors [2] so as to improve the symmetry of the differential pairs. The third
class of filters is discrete component such as common mode chokes. A common mode
choke maintains the differential mode impedance by creating a highly coupled
differential pair that is wound into a coil. Ferrite core might be added to the coil to
increase the inductance at lower frequencies. Since a common mode choke is discrete
broadband component, it cannot be characterized by its electrical size. There are some
other common mode chokes that are manufactured using low-temperature co-fired
ceramic (LTCC) substrates with a small size of 1.2 mm ×2.0 mm [3]; these common
mode chokes are able to provide common mode suppression up to 5GHz. So far, it is still
difficult to find common mode chokes on-board that perform well above 5 GHz. The
fourth class of filters are PCB based structures. These resonant structures have been
designed to only disturb the common mode field distribution on the differential traces
without significantly affecting the differential mode. These structures have been
researched well in [4]-[8] by Tzong-Lin Wu’s group. Usually the dimension of the
resonant structures used for common mode suppression depends on the operating
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frequencies. Furthermore, the dimension of the resonators can be reduced by adding PCB
structures that act as capacitors or inductors. The PCB structures for common mode
suppression usually form narrow-band filters. However, they can be used for wideband
applications by combining multiple narrowband filters [9]. Table 2.1 show some
examples of PCB structures used for common mode suppression. Electromagnetic band
gap (EBG) structures [8] and defected ground structures (DGS) [4] usually occupy large
area, which makes them not suitable in practice. Further, it is not clear how defective
ground structures perform while there are other planes below them. A structure using
quarter wavelength resonator has been proposed in [10], which requires an additional
PCB layer, but has a smaller dimension when compared to DGS[4] and EBG[8]
structures.

Table 2.1. Comparison of layer number and electrical size.
PCB structure
Zigzag geometry and 6 crossings in EBG[9]
Periodically dumbbell shaped in DGS[4]
U-shaped and H shaped in DGS [8]
Quarter wave-length resonator[10]

layer
2
2
2
3

Normalized
1.58 λ ×0.50λ
0.47 λ×0.76λ
0.44 λ×0.44 λ
0.01 λ×0.25 λ

In this paper, a novel PCB structure for common mode suppression on differential
traces is proposed, which is based on the structure reported in [9]. The electrical size of
the new PCB structure is only 0.04 λ×0.067λ. Through this design, higher order
harmonics of the common mode signal are suppressed. Further, this paper discusses
optimization methods and variants of the PCB based common mode filter structure.
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2. DESIGN CONCEPT
The basic idea of designing a PCB structure based common mode filter for
differential traces is to utilize the different field distributions between the common mode
and the differential mode signal. The basic principle is shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1
(a) and (b) illustrate the E and H field distribution of the differential and common mode
signals, respectively. Figure 2.1 (c) and (d) show the E and H field distributions after
adding a shorting metal plate, between the two traces. The metal plate does not disturb
the field distribution of the differential mode, but the field distribution of the common
mode is strongly affected because the metal coverts the original perfect magnetic
conductor (PMC) boundary condition into a perfect electric conductor (PEC) boundary
condition. Therefore, if a quarter-wavelength resonator is placed between the two traces,
the resonator will be excited by the common mode signal, but not the differential signal.
Thus, the filter structure will only suppress the common mode signal while having little
effect on the differential signal.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.1. (a) E-field and H-field for DM in differential pairs (b) E-field and H-field for
CM in differential pairs (c) E-field and H-field for DM in differential pairs after adding a
thin metal plane (d) E-field and H-field for CM in differential pairs after adding a thin
metal plane
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One drawback of the added structure is that it will affect the differential mode
impedance. This impedance change can be compensated, however, by modifying the
geometry of the differential structure. The next section introduces a basic PCB structure
for common mode filtering.
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3. BASIC STRUCTURE: QUART WAVELENGTH FILTER
Figure 3.1 shows the basic structure of the common-mode filter in a 3-D view
[10]. An extra trace is added in the middle of the two lines of the differential traces. This
trace is connected to the ground through a via that located in the middle of the traces. As
shown in Figure 3.1 (b), both ends of the extra trace are open, making the structure act as
two quarter-wave resonators. The differential mode characteristic impedance is 100 ohms
along the traces. The geometry of the differential traces was modified to compensate the
resonator’s effect on the differential impedance.
The resonant frequency can be calculated as following [10]:
f 

c
4(l  hvia )  reff

(1)

Where εreff is the effective dielectric constant, represents the length of one
resonator, and hvia is the height of the via.
The structure shown in Figure 3.1 was fabricated using a 4 layer PCB. The
dimension parameters are W=16 mil, S=46.4 mil, L=397.7 mil, Ws=37.6 mil, Z=15.5
mil, and H=9 mil. The dielectric constant, εr, is 4 and the loss tangent is 0.02. According
to (1), the resonant frequency of the common mode filter is 4.1 GHz.
Figure 3.2 shows the comparison between the full-wave (HFSS) simulation
results and the measurement results. The measurement results agree well with the
simulation results. As shown in Figure 3.2, the filter can suppress the common mode
signal at 4 GHz while having little effect on the differential mode signal. The total size of
the common mode filter is about 0.023λ×0.47λ.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.1. (a) Configuration of common-mode filter in 3-D view (b) Configuration of
common-mode filter in cross-section view 1 (c) Configuration of common-mode filter in
cross-section view 2.
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Figure 3.2. Comparisons of the simulation results of S-parameters between full-wave
simulation and test PCB board measurement for Figure 3.1.
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4. TECHNIQUES FOR REDUCING SIZE
According to (1), it is easy to design a narrow-band common-mode filter at a
specified frequency. The longer the quarter-wave resonator is, the lower the resonant
frequency. Since smaller structure dimension is desirable in PCB designs, several
techniques are introduced in this section to reduce the size of the common mode filter.

4.1. ADDING INTEGRATED CAPACITANCE AT THE END OF THE EXTRA
TRACE
Adding capacitors is an effective method to reduce electrical dimension of the
filter structure. As shown in Figure 4.1, two 1pF shunt capacitors were added at both ends
of the open stub. Due to the loading capacitance at the end of the quarter-wave length
resonator, the resonant frequency of the common mode filter is reduced.
Figure 4.2 shows a comparison of the S-parameter measurement results, with and
without the loading capacitors. It is evident that after adding the capacitors, the resonant
frequency reduces from 3.99 GHz to 2.54 GHz. The occupied area is 0.014λ×0.29λ,
including the loaded capacitors. This comparison demonstrates that adding capacitance is
an effective method to reduce the size of the common mode filter. Nevertheless, adding
capacitors in this structure will narrow down the relative bandwidth (shown in Table 6.1).

Figure 4.1. Configuration of common-mode filter after adding capacitors at the end of
quarter-wavelength resonators in 3-D view.
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Figure 4.2. Comparison of measured response for normal quarter wavelength resonator
structure to the same structure with added 1 pF capacitors.

4.2. RESONATOR UNDERNEATH THE DIFFERENTIAL TRACE
In this variant case, as shown in Figure 4.3, the quarter-wave resonator is placed
on the second layer. The third layer is ground plane. The undisturbed second layer
ground, which surrounds the resonator, connects the third layer ground by via walls as
shown in Figure 4.3 (b). This structure uses one more layer, locally. By doing this, it
achieves stronger coupling to the differential trace. The dimensions are W=200 mil,
L1=393.7 mil, H1= 40 mil, and H2 = 49 mil. The effective dielectric constant is 4.2. The
width of the gap around the resonator is 6 mil. The capacitances at the gaps and to the
third layer help to reduce the resonant frequency.
Figure 4.4 shows the simulation results for the common mode filter presented in
Figure 4.3. The resonant frequency is 3.1 GHz. In this case, the corresponding electrical
size is 0.1λ×0.2λ. Although the occupied area is larger than the structure shown in Figure
3.1 and Figure 4.1, the bandwidth for this structure is much wider.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.3. (a) Configuration of the common-mode filter in 3-D view (b) Configuration
of the common-mode filter in cross-sectional view.

Figure 4.5 (a) shows a modified geometry of the resonator, which increases the
inductance to reduce the electrical size of the resonators. Figure 4.5 (b) shows another
structure (modified from Figure 3.1 (b)), in which additional traces are added underneath
the ground plane using vias. The resonant frequency is reduced by this extra structure.
One can view these extensions in the third layer as short transmission lines or as loading
capacitors. Both models lead to decreased resonant frequency. This reduces the area of
the resonant filter, by occupying another layer.
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Figure 4.4. Full wave simulated S-parameters for the structure shown in Figure 4.3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5. (a) Inductive loaded for resonator and (b) Cross-section for added traces
underneath ground plane for reduced resonance frequency.
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5. PROPOSED NOVEL STRUCTURE
Based on the techniques discussed above, a new common mode filter structure is
proposed, as shown in Figure 5.1. Two resonators are implemented in this structure. The
first resonator is placed on the top layer and the second resonator is placed on the second
layer. An inter-digital structure is used in the second layer. The ground on the second
layer and third layer are connected through a wall of vias. The dimensions are W1=15.5
mil, W2=26 mil, H1=49 mil, H2=40 mil, L1=401.2 mil，L2=370 mil, W3=240 mil, and
W4=96 mil.

(a)

Figure 5.1. (a) Configuration of the new CMF in 3-D view (b) Cross-sectional view (c)
Top view for the second layer and (d) Top view of second layer.
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(c)

(d)
Figure 5.1. (a) Configuration of the new CMF in 3-D view (b) Cross-sectional view (c)
Top view for the second layer and (d) Top view of second layer. (cont).

Figure 5.2 shows the full-wave simulation S-parameter results for the new
structure. The first resonant frequency is at 1 GHz, which means the electrical size of the
structure is only about 0.04λ×0.067λ at this frequency. Moreover, it can suppress
common mode noise at additional harmonic frequencies of 2.0GHz, 3.2 GHz, 4.0GHz,
5.1GHz, 5.9GHz, and 6.7GHz, respectively. The effect on the differential signal is trivial
which is demonstrated by Sdd in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Simulation results of the S-parameters from full-wave simulation for the
structure shown in Figure 5.1
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6. CONCLUSION
PCB based resonant structures can suppress common mode noise on differential
traces. Optimization criteria are the electrical dimension (expressed in fractions of a
wavelength), the number of layers to implement the structures, the PCB manufacturing
constraints, and the resulting frequency responses. The common-mode filter can be
narrow-band (for suppressing a specific frequency) or wideband if several narrow-band
filters are combined together. Several techniques for reducing the electrical size of
common mode filters are discussed and applied in the new design. The new structure has
a very small electrical size at its first resonant frequency. The electrical sizes and the
bandwidths are shown for different structures in Table 6.1. Another further advantage of
the proposed structure is its capability to suppress higher order harmonics, while a quarter
wavelength resonator will only suppress harmonics at the fundamental and 3rd, 5th, and
7th order of harmonics, with the absence of the second harmonic, which often shows up
strongly when analyzing the harmonics of unwanted common mode signals in a
differential channel.

Table 6.1. Comparison of layer number and electrical size.
PCB structure
Figure 3.1
Figure.4.1
Figure 4.3
Figure 5.1

layer
2
2
3
3

Bandwidth
17.5%
12%
38.7%
20%

Normalized
0.023 λ ×0.47λ
0.014 λ ×0.29λ
0.1 λ ×0.2λ
0.04 λ ×0.067 λ
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IV. MODELING ABSORBING MATERIALS FOR EMI MITIGATION
Qian Liu, Xiangyang Jiao, Jing Li, Victor Khilkevich, James Drewniak, Paul
Dixon, Yoeri Arien
ABSTRACT
In this study, the parameters of magnetic absorbing materials were measured and
used to predict their effectiveness at reducing total radiation power from a Heatsinks. The
parameters of absorbing materials were measured using a transmission line method and
fitted using the Debye model. By comparing S-parameters and power loss between a
simulated and measured microstrip line, the fitted material parameters were validated.
The heatsink model has also been investigated to determine the radiation mitigation with
lossy materials.
Index Terms— Absorbing material; parameter validation; microstrip line;
heatsink.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Absorbing materials, commonly referred to as lossy materials, are widely used in
practical engineering areas. Lossy materials can be applied for electromagnetic noisesuppressing or emission-suppressing in electronic devices or systems in order to satisfy
the standards of electromagnetic compatibility [1-2].
It is necessary to know the permeability (μ) and permittivity (ε) of the lossy
material to be able to choose the appropriate material from a number of available
candidates and predict the performance of the EMI mitigation solution. There are many
methods to get material properties [3-4], such as transmission/reflection method, resonant
method and planar-circuit methods. Due to different material types, frequency range, and
instrument availability, different methods might be applied. The transmission line
methods are based on measuring S-parameters of networks under test and have a broad
frequency range, which makes these transmission line methods preferable for many
applications. Any available material parameter measurement technique allows for
extracting material parameters within some accuracy limits, which makes validation of
measured parameters an important task.
For a high speed system, once the EMI source is identified, a suitable volume of
absorber material can be placed on the source location to reduce the radiated power at the
frequency of interest. For example, a heatsink is usually placed over a chip pakage for
heat dissipation. The heatsink is typically metallic and is in close proximity to a major
energy source—the chip–which leads to increased radiation [5-6]. If the absorber
parameters are known and the heatsink model is available, it becomes possible to
determine the needed volume and configuration of the absorber to achieve the most
efficient usage of the material.
In the study, relative permeability (μr) and permittivity (εr) of the absorber are
obtained using a transmission line method. A microstrip transmission line with lossy
material placed above the trace is used to validate the material properties. Furthermore,
the application of absorber material to mitigate the radiation of heatsink has also been
investigated.
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2. MEASUREMENT OF MATERIAL PARAMETERS
Material properties in the frequency range of interest can be measured using a
transmission line technique [7]. The type of the transmission line was choosen depending
on the freqeuncy range as shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Coaxial/waveguide fixtures.
Set up
Coax=3 1/8”
Coax=7/8”
S-band Waveguide
X-band Waveguide
Ku-band Waveguide
J/K-band Waveguide

Frequency range
0 - 2.4GHz
0 - 6.5GHz
2.6 - 4GHz
8 - 12.5GHz
12.5 - 18GHz
18 - 26.5GHz

Simple size
outer: 76.8+0/-0.1, inner: 33.35-0/+0.1
outer: 19.87+0/-0.1, inner: 8.7-0/+0.1
34.10 -0/+0.1, 72.20 -0/+0.1mm
7.89 -0/+0.1, 22.83 -0/+0.1mm
7.89 -0/+0.1, 15.81 -0/+0.1mm
10.65 -0/+0.1, 4.31 -0/+0.1mm

In this study, two different flexible magnetic lossy materials (material A and B)
were measured by combining the waveguide and coaxial line methods. Figure 2.1 and
Figure 2.2 show the parameters of materials A and B, respectively. The real and
imaginary parts of μr and εr in physical materials have to satisfy the Kramers-Kroning
relations, which is achieved by fitting the obtained curves to the Debye model. The
measured data was imported to the FEMAS software [8] to perform the fitting, shown in
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2. The measurement results were then compared to the fitted
results. With high-order Debye model fitting, it becomes possible to approximate
measured curves relatively accurately.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.1. The permittivity (a) and permibility (b) of Material A: measurement results
and the multi-term Debye model curve fitting.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.2. The permittivity (a) and permeability (b) of material B: measurement results
and the multi-term Debye model curve fitting
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3. MODELING MICROSTRIP LINE FOR VALIDATION MATERIAL
PROPERTIES
A simple way to validate the measured parameters of lossy material is to apply the
material to a microstrip line and observe its influence on the S-parameters of the line.
Figure 3.1 shows the test PCB used for the validation. The microstrip line is
manufactured on a low loss substrate and contains a pattern for a TRL calibration. The
measured and simulated S-parameters and power loss of the line without additional
absorber are compared in Figure 3.2. The power loss is defined as the sum of the
radiation loss and total material loss and can be calculated as follows [9]:

Ploss  (1/ 2)[a]t ([ I ]  [ s]t [ s])[a]

(1)

where is an incident power wave vector with units of , t denotes the complex
conjugate transpose, is the identity matrix, and is the S-parameter matrix. As can be
seen from Figure 3.2, the model provides good agreement with the measurement, which
validates the microstrip line model.
After the validation of the microstrip line model, the lossy material with
previously measured parameters was added to the model to validate the material property
measurement. Figure 3.3 shows the measurement setup with lossy material B (Figure 2.2)
placed on the trace. A clamp was used to put pressure on the material for the purpose of
minimizing the air gap between the microstrip and material. This is needed to ensure
good measurement repeatability.

Figure 3.1. Variation of emissions from cables under CM and DM excitations.
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Figure 3.2. The comparison between simulation and measurement for the microstrip line.

The setup was simulated using the time-domain solver of CST Microwave Studio
shown in Figure 3.4[10]. The Debye model of the measured absorbing material
parameters was imported. Figure 3.5 shows the simulation and measurement results after
applying lossy material B to the microstrip. Figure 3.5 demonstrates good agreement
between the measured and simulated data, which validates the measured material
properties.

Figure 3.3. S-parameters measurement setup for determining lossy material properties.
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Figure 3.4. CST Microwave Studio model of mocristrip line with lossy material.

Figure 3.5. The comparison between simulation and measurement for the microstrip line
with lossy material.
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4. APPLICATION TO THE HEATSINK
Absorbing materials can be used for EMI mitigation purposes. A suitable volume
of absorber material might be placed on the source location (e.g., a heatsink) to reduce
the radiated power. Figure 4.1 shows the side view of the test fixture used in this study.
The heatsink was put 3 mm above the ground plane over a 20x20 mm patch antenna,
which was driven by an SMA connector.
The test fixture was used to measure the EMI mitigation effectiveness of the
absorbers applied to the heatsink. In this particular test, a “picture-frame” absorber was
added around the exciting patch antenna. The CST Microwave Studio model of the test
fixture was also assembled for further validation of the measured material properties
(Figure 4.2). In the model, a far field monitor was added to calculate the total radiated
power with 1 Watt input power.
The effectiveness of the absorber is assessed in terms of the total radiated power,
which is measured in the reverberation chamber.
According to [11], the total (transmitted) radiated power of the heat sink PTH
can be found as:
 PTH  

 PTA  H
 PR 
 PRH 

(2)

The measurement is done in two stages. During the first stage (calibration) the
power PTA is applied to one of the calibration antennas and the power PRA is received by
another antenna. During the measurement, the power emitted by the heatsink ( PRH ) is
measured by one of the antennas used in the calibration. In the formula (2), the symbol 
denotes averaging over the range of steerer positions. If the measurements are performed
with VNA excitation, and well matched antennas are used, equation (2) can be changed
to [12]:
 PTH  

 S21H  H
 Pin 
 S21A 

(3)
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Where S 21A is the transmission coefficient between two calibration antennas
(shown in Figure 4.3) and S 21H is the transmission coefficient between the heat sink and
one of the antennas (shown in Figure 4.4), and PinH is the assumed power applied to the
heatsink.

Figure 4.1. Side view of measured heatsink with square metal patch as the excitation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.2. CST Microwave Studio model: (a) patch between the ground and heatsink (b)
cross section view of the model (c) a picture frame absober is added to the bottem of the
heatsink (d) picture frame lossy material
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Figure 4.3. Setup for chamber calibration.

Figure 4.4. Setup for total radiation measurement.

The simulated and measured values of the TRP are shown in Figure 4.5. The
measured TRP in Figure 4.5 was renormalized to 1 Watt excitation for the comaprison
purposes. The curves of EMI reduction (shielding effectiveness) due to the added lossy
material obtained in measurement and simulation are shown in Figure 4.6. The difference
between the measured and simulated TRP reduction figures does not exceed 6.5 dB, and
is 2.3 dB on average. This result allows one to predict the EMI performance of the
absorbing materials with high conficence. At the same time, it should be noted that the
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measured and calculated shielding effectiveness curves are specific to the particular
excitation type (e.g., a patch antenna) and might be different for different excitaton
mechanisms (e.g., a magnetic loop or a monopole).

Figure 4.5. Comparison of simulated and measured results of radiation power.

Figure 4.6. Comparison of simulated and measured results of total radiation reduction
(shielding effectiveness).
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5. CONCLUSION
The transmission line measurement method allows measuring the material
parameters of flexible magnetic absorbers with relatively good accuracy. The
measurement was validated by the microstrip line measurement and in the heatsink test
fixture. The microstrip line test can be recommended as an easy-to-implement validation
method for the measured material parameters.
The whole measurement and simulation procedure allows predicting the EMI
mitigation performance of magnetic absorbers with an average accuracy of approximately
2 dB, which makes it accurate enough for practical EMC applications.
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSIONS
Paper I, Paper II and Paper III show three common mode filters. The advantages
of the filter are numerous. PCB embedded filter can be put into PCB and easy to
manufacture. Removable EBG filter can be installed, substituted and removed by the
typical soldering assembly process, which is easy to meet the filter needs of PCB
differential link designers at any stage of the design process.
Paper IV shows transmission line measurement method to validate the material
parameters of flexible magnetic absorbers with relatively good accuracy. The
measurement was validated by the microstrip line measurement and in the heatsink test
fixture. The microstrip line test can be recommended as an easy-to-implement validation
method for the measured material parameters.
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